I JUST CAN'T WAIT TO BE KING

Solo Version*
(from Walt Disney's "The Lion King")

Lyrics by TIM RICE
Music by ELTON JOHN
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YOUNG SIMBA:

* For solo version, sing the alternative lyrics where indicated and disregard the assigned lines to individual characters.
Zazu:

Gonna be a mighty king, so enemies beware!

Solo: "Hi!

Young Simba:

Never seen a king of beasts, with quite so little hair.

I'm
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Gonna be the mane event like no king was before.
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Zazu:

Brushing up on looking down. I'm working on my roar.

Solo: "(The
YOUNG SIMBA:
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far a rather un-inspiring thing.

flora and the faun-a gon-na swing.

Oh, I
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just can't wait to be king.
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No-one say-ing do this.

No one say-ing be there.
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No one say-ing stop that.

No one say-ing see here.